Important: Keep these instructions for future reference.

This product is designed to comply with USA Standard: ASTM F833-15
WARNING

IMPORTANT!
Failure to follow these warnings and the assembly instructions could result in serious injury or death. PLEASE SAVE INSTRUCTION MANUAL FOR FUTURE USE.

ASSEMBLY BY AN ADULT REQUIRED.

NEVER LEAVE CHILD UNATTENDED. Always keep child in view while in stroller.

AVOID SERIOUS INJURY from falling or sliding out. Always use seat belt. After fastening buckles, adjust belts to get a snug fit around your child.

AVOID FINGER ENTRAPMENT: Use care when folding and unfolding the stroller. Be certain the stroller is fully erected and latched before allowing your child near the stroller.

NEVER USE STROLLER ON STAIRS or escalators. You may suddenly lose control of the stroller or your child may fall out. Also, use extra care when going up or down a step or curb.

AVOID STRANGULATION. DO NOT place items with a string around your child’s neck, suspend strings from this product, or attach strings to toys.

USE OF THE STROLLER with a child weighing more than 45 lb (20.0 kg) or taller than 37.8 in (96cm) will cause excessive wear and stress on the stroller. Use the stroller with only one child at a time.

TO PREVENT A HAZARDOUS, UNSTABLE CONDITION, never place purses, shopping bags, parcels or accessory items on the handle. Never place anything on the canopy.

TO PREVENT A HAZARDOUS, UNSTABLE CONDITION, do not place more than 10 lb (4.5 kg) total in the storage basket including the 2 lb (1 kg) in the basket pocket.(if supplied)

TO AVOID BURNS, never put hot liquids in the cup holders.(if supplied)

TO PREVENT TIPPING, do not place more than 3 lb (1.36 kg) total in the cupholders/snack tray.

DO NOT use storage basket as a child carrier.

DO NOT ALLOW your child to stand on the basket. It may collapse and cause injury.

NEVER PLACE child in the stroller with head towards footrest.

NEVER ALLOW YOUR STROLLER to be used as a toy.

DISCONTINUE USING YOUR STROLLER should it become damaged or broken.

STROLLER TO BE USED only at walking speed. Product not intended for use while jogging, skating, etc.

CAREGIVER MUST always help child get into and out of the stroller.

ITEM NO.: #365

The Rider stroller has been approved in accordance with ASTM F833: 15.
THE STROLLER IS DESIGNED FOR USE ON FLAT OR GENTLY SLOPING SURFACES, AND MAY BE UNSTABLE ON HIGHER SLOPING AND UNEVEN SURFACES AND USERS SHOULD BE AWARE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF THE STROLLER ROLLING AWAY OR TIPPING OVER.

• WITH YOUR HAND THROUGH THE WRIST TETHER STRAP LOOP, PUSH THE STROLLER HOLDING BOTH HANDLES.
• THE FRONT WHEELS MAY WOBBLE OR OSCILLATE WHEN WALKING FAST.
• THE STROLLER CAN BE TAKEN UP KERBS BY EITHER PRESSING DOWN ON THE HANDLES AND RAISING THE FRONT WHEELS AND MOUNTING THE KERB OR TURNING THE STROLLER AROUND AND PULLING THE STROLLER UP THE KERB.
• CAUTION IS REQUIRED WHEN PUSHING THE STROLLER ACROSS STEEP SLOPES OR UNEVEN SURFACES. THIS MAY CAUSE STROLLER TO BECOME UNSTABLE AND FALL OVER. ALWAYS HOLD THE HANDLES FIRMLY.
• DO NOT RUN WITH THE STROLLER.
• WHENEVER YOU STOP, ALWAYS APPLY THE BRAKES BEFORE YOU LEAVE THE STROLLER.
• DO NOT HANG BAGS OR GOODS FROM THE HANDLE AS THIS COULD CAUSE THE STROLLER TO TIP OVER.
• THE UPRIGHT POSITIONS ARE NOT SUITABLE FOR A CHILD UNDER 6 MONTHS OLD.

12° or less

more than 12°
MANUAL HANDLING TECHNIQUES

The SMART lifting technique
This technique can be used to pick up small light loads from low levels.

Size up the Load
• Assess the load (size, shape and weight).
• Assess whether the load needs to be moved;
• Where is it going to be placed; Check that there are no obstructions;
• Assess whether mechanical or human assistance is required. Move the Load as close to the body as possible
• A load is heavier to lift or carry if it is not close to the body.
• The whole hand should be used to ensure a firm grip.

Always bend your knees
• Maintain balance.
• Keep feet apart and in a comfortable position.
• Minimise lower back bending.
• Bend knees preferably, at as large an angle as possible but not at a right angle - use a semi squat in preference to a full squat.

Raise the load with your legs
• Achieve the lift smoothly and without jerks.
• Maintain the normal curvature of the spine to allow the force of the load to be distributed evenly from the spine to the pelvis.

Turn your feet in the direction that you want to move the load.
• Avoid unnecessary bending, twisting and reaching.
• Change direction by turning your feet and not your back.
• To set the load down, squat down, keep your head up and let your legs do the work.
• Remember to ‘THINK TALL’. Chest lifted, shoulders relaxed, chin tucked in and head held level.

This CAUTION Symbol is shown at certain steps in this Instruction Manual to highlight the danger of being injured by moving parts.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame</th>
<th>Seat</th>
<th>Guard Rail</th>
<th>Connector</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Front Wheel L &amp; R</td>
<td>Rear Wheel L &amp; R</td>
<td>T-Bar</td>
<td>Simple Seat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. ASSEMBLE THE RIDER

(1) Open storage latch, refer to Fig. A, then Lift handle of stroller up, refer to Fig B.

(2) Lift handle of stroller up until you hear a “Click”, refer to Fig C/D, CHECK that the stroller is completely latched every time you open the stroller and before continuing with the rest of the assembly steps.

(3) Front Wheels
Slide each Front wheel onto the mounting post at the front of the stroller as shown in Fig. E, A “Click” will be heard. Pull wheel to CHECK and ensure that it is secure. For easy transport or storage, Push the wheel release tab on the side of the stroller frame and pull the wheel away from the stroller as shown in Fig. F.

(4) Rear Wheels
a. Attach Rear Wheel L into Rear tube until a “Click” is heard, as shown in Fig. G/H.

b. repeat for Rear Wheel R, Fig. I.

c. For easy transport or storage, remove Rear wheel by pushing the snap button and taking the rear wheels out.
2. ASSEMBLE THE SEAT

(5) Insert Guard Rail Support through the hole in Seat and make sure the seat back is on the inside of the Guard Rail as shown in Fig. A. Fix the Backrest to the Guard Rail with the two buckles as shown in Fig. B; Pressing down on the side buckle tongues will release the buckle (Fig C).

(6) Put the Seat/Guard Rail on the Frame Seat Board as shown in Fig. D. Press Guard Rail Support button and push Guard Rail Support into Frame Seat Board until a 'Click' is heard, as shown in Fig. E.

(7) Put the Female Snap into the Male Snap on the back of Frame Seat Board as shown in Fig. F. A total of 6 snaps are available.

(8) Fix the Guard Rail to Handle Tube by Buckle as shown Fig. G: Squeezing the side buckle tongues can release the buckle(Fig. H).

To detach the guard Rail/Seat unit, simply reverse operation (8/7/6/5).
3. FOLD THE RIDER

(9) Press the Guard Rail Support Button and take the Guard Rail Support out, then put into seat as shown in Fig. A/B.

(10) Press the Handle Adjust Button and push the handle downward as shown in Fig. C/D.

(11) Press the 2nd Lock and pull the Folding Plastic upward as shown in Fig. E/F.

(12) Hold the action (11) and pull the handle downward until the Storage Latch is locked as shown in Fig. G/H
4. SECURING YOUR CHILD TO HARNESS

**WARNING:** USE THE HARNESS AT ALL TIMES.
When not in use disconnect shoulder straps from the waist strap and fasten buckle to prevent strangulation.
A five point harness is provided to secure your child. Buckle tongues are available separately for added safety. To reconnect buckle tongues and to secure the child in the harness please follow the steps below carefully.

(13) Position the shoulder strap tongue (1) on the top of the waist buckle tongue (2) on both sides (Fig A).

(14) Push both buckle tongues (1+2) into the buckle housing (3) until the buckle tongues lock into position (Fig B).

(15) Tighten or loosen crotch straps by sliding up and down the 3 bar sliders. Tighten or loosen the waist straps, hold and lift the 3 bar slider and then pull the harness strap, to adjust to the desired fit. The waist strap needs to fit firmly around the child (Fig C).
5. SECURING YOUR CHILD TO HARNESS

(16) Tighten or loosen the Shoulder strap, hold and lift the slider and then pull the harness strap, to adjust to the desired fit. The waist strap needs to fit firmly around the child (Fig D).

(17) To release the buckle. Squeeze the top button and Buckle housing with enough pressure so the buckle tongues can release from the buckle housing (Fig. E).

6. USING THE BRAKES

(18) Parking and loosening the brake:
Push the Brake Rail down to park;
Lift the Brake Rail up to loosen, Fig. A

⚠️ WARNING: ALWAYS APPLY THE BRAKES WHEN THE STROLLER IS STATIONARY.

7. USING GUARD RAIL ONLY

FOR KIDS MORE THAN 3 YEARS OLD, YOU MAY USE T-BAR OR GUARD RAIL WITHOUT SEAT.

(19) Detach the Seat unit from the Rider. and add the Simple Seat into the Frame Seat Board
Put the Female Snap into the Male Snap on the back of Frame Seat Board.
8. USING T-BAR GUARD RAIL ONLY

(20) Detach the Guard Rail from Guard Rail Support Tube as shown in Fig A.

(21) Press the T-Bar quick release button and then put T-Bar into Guard Rail Support Tube as shown in Fig. B.

9. TO LIFT AND CARRY THE STROLLER

IMPORTANT NOTES: While lifting or carrying the stroller, ensure that the storage latch is engaged and grasp the frame approximately halfway along the stroller, so the stroller is balanced. Please refer to page 4 Manual handling techniques.
The connector is designed to be a universal part. It can be used for most baby strollers to convert the stroller into a rider+stroller.

(22) Press the Connector quick release button and then connect to rider join point as shown in Fig. A/B/C.
To detach the Connector, simply press the quick release button then remove from join point.

(23) Fix the Connector to rear leg of the baby stroller using belt, make sure the belt is tight enough and fasten the end of belt with the velcro provided as shown in Fig. D/E/F.

ATTENTION:
When using rider join point on the left, connect to the right leg of the stroller.
When using rider join point on the right, connect to the left rear leg of the stroller.
Refer Fig. G/H.
• To maximize the life of your stroller keep it clean and do not leave it in direct sunlight or in the car boot for extended periods of time.
• Removable fabric covers and trims may be cleaned using warm water with a household soap or mild detergent. Allow to dry fully, preferably away from direct sunlight.
• Non-removable fabric covers and trims may be spot cleaned using a damp sponge with soap or a mild detergent. Allow to dry completely before folding or storing away.
• In some climates the covers and trims may be affected by mould and mildew. To prevent this from occurring, do not fold or store the product if it is damp or wet. Always store the product in a well ventilated area.
• After using your stroller at the beach - Completely clean your stroller to remove the sand and salt from the mechanisms and wheel assembly. Sand and salt will cause premature wear and corrosion.
• If there are compression marks on the tyres - Use a domestic hair dryer to gently warm (DO NOT OVERHEAT) the tyre and the compression marks should slowly disappear.
• Always check parts regularly for tightness of screws, nuts, and other fasteners, tighten if required.
• To maintain the safety of your nursery product, seek prompt repairs for bent, torn, worn or broken parts.

IMPORTED BY:
DREAM ON ME INC.
1532 SOUTH WASHINGTON AVE PISCATAWAY TWP NJ 00854 USA.
For customer service, warranty information or replacement parts, please call us at: 732-752-7220
or visit us online at: www.dreamonme.com
MADE IN ZHONGSHAN, GUANGDONG, CHINA.